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AN ANALYSIS OF CARBY TRANSMISSION IN

COMPUTER ADDIT ION

Since all arithmetic operations reduce ultimately to addition,

the basic considerat ion in designing a high speed computing automa-

ton is f ast addition; and the basic difficulty in achieving fast

addition is the carry problem, inasmuch as a single carry may prop&-

gate through an entire addition. The carry problem is particularly

serious in binary addition. To see why, we observe that there are

four basic situations:

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

The first two will not propagate carries; the second two will propa-

gate but will not oni;inate carries; and only the first will originate

carries. Hence the probability that a randomly chosen stage in a

binary addition will generate a carry is 1/4, but the probability

that a randomly chosen stage will propagate a carry is 1/2. More

generally, in a radix R system, there are Ra possible situations

(24 in binary, as we have seen) of which 1 + 2 + . . . . . + R-1

will originate carries. If we sum this arithmetic progression, we

see that carries can originate in R(R-1)/2 ways, giving the probabil-

ity R(R-1l)/2R2 or (R-l)/2R that a randomly chosen stage will originate

a carry. A carry will be propagated if and only if the units digit

is R.-1, which can be the sum of two digits in R different ways, so

that the probability that a randomly chosen stage will propagate a

carry is R/R2 or h/R. A carry will, of course, be 0 or 1 regardless

of the radix, because the worst possible case is (R-l) + (R-l) =

2R - 2 = R + (R-2) so that the carry digit will be at most a 1, and
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in that case the units digit will be at most R-2.

The probabilities tha~t a random stage of an addition in radix R

will originate a carry or propagate an incoming carry make it clear

that, as the radix increases, carry generation is essentially Unle

changed as it approaches the limit 1/2, while carry propagation ap-

proaches 0 as h/R. Binary addition thus gives the worst possible

carry situation,

Inasmuch as computer construction generally calls f or the use

of binary arithmetic on account of high storage effIciency and easy

mechanization, we shall consider methods of facilitating carry trans-

mission in binary addition. To do this, we first introduce some

operations of the classical two-'valued logic, in which events are

either true 6 or "false,3 a pair of steady states which can be rep-

resented by 1 and 0 respectively. The operands of our logical repre-

sentations will correspond to signals (0 or 1) on wires in the elec-

tronic circuitry of the computer. The operations which we wish to

consider are:

Logical
Logical Operation Rersntto Inepett

1. Conjunction aeb (or, ab) a "and" b

2. Negation (Inversion) a "not" a

3. Inclusive disjunction a v b a '1or3 b

4. FExclusive disjunction a 4 b ai *orm b but

not both.

The arithmetic interpretation of these operations is demonstrated

by the so-called truth table definitions of the operations.
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Ia=ota=l afr a ~ aa=r0ja=l

b~7 Ja'b=o ____c N~o favt~o Iavb=2 b~Iafbo Flb=
b=l Ia'b=o a -b=l 1 j b=l avtb Irvb=i b=l alb=1abo

In electronic circuitry, we shall represent these logical opera-

tions by the f ollowing diagrams:

1. Con junceti on b----M ..-.........->0 ~ a

2. Negation ( Inversion ) ------ o--) ----a

3. Inclusi ve dis junct ion >c c=avb

4 . Exc lus ive di s junct ion c c=ad.b

These are the diagram of :vnnd", Ucornplement D, 1tort, and nexcl-or"

gates respectively . Although exclusive dis junction is usually given

as a combination of other operations, we have chosen to use it as a

basic operation for convenience, inasmuch as "excl-ora gates of sim-

plicity comparable to the other gates may now be built . The logical

de sign of a comput ing aut omat on may be des cri bed wit h t hesae diagram-

matic symbols.

At any given stage 5s of a binary addition, a bit ( binary digit 

)

uii of the sum and an outgoing carry ci (0 or 1) are developed from

the corresponding bits of the augend and addend, aj and bi, and the

incoming carry ci+l. ( The possibilities f or such stages are subse-

quently tabulated). Addition may be accomplished logically in sev-

eral apparently different ways, but we choose the following logical

functions to define ui and

0 1
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ci (si, bj, cj+1) =aibj V (at 4 bi) 0 i1

Inasmuch as the truth value tables of these logical functions corr'es-

pond exactly to values for 0j and ui given below in Table 1, the.

functions correctly define the carries and the bits of the sum. These

logical functions are reflected in the circuit diagram for an addi-

tion unit Si in Figure 1.

In order to add two n-bit numbers, vie need either n of the indi-

vidual addition units connected linearly (in parallel) a:; in Figure 2,

or suitable delay vechanism such that one addition unit of the type

shovrn in Figure 1 could develop the bits Ui at successive moments of

tine (with the aj and bi changing at each moment of time and the ci

of one moment being fed back in as the ci+l of the next moment). The

former course is much more desirable in accomplishing rapid addition.

The signals ai and b1 are then applied Bteadily until the number rep-

resenting the sun, ulu2u3 ........un, reaches a steady state.

W(e should like to note briefly that binary subtraction may be

accomplished by the unit in Figure 3 which is sufficiently similar

to our addition unit that borrow transmission with our subtraction

unit partakes of the same general transformations subsequently to be

developed in this paper for carry transmission. Again the validity

of the logical functions embodied in the circuitry may Ve demonstra-

ted by truth table analysis,

A clear picture of what the carry situation is suggests alterna-

tive solutions, On one extreme, the easiest way out is simply to

allow enough time for a complete carry of n places; the most diffi-

cult is to adopt a system of simultaneous carry for all digits, which
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will be shown to involve a very large amount of equipment, but which

will speed up the addition process considerably. Between these ex-

tremes are various other possibilities, including simultaneous carry

within each successive group of m digits (where n/rn is an integer) and

immediate transmission of carries entering major stages Si (composed

or several adjacent minor stages Si) when the incoming carry will be

propagated through the entire stage S . Thus, a sort of carry sensing

is involved in the latter, to be accomplished by what we shall call

'grouped" circuitry. Various other more complex methods or handling

carry transmission will present themselves as we progress. For sev-

eral methods or handling carries, we shall give a circuitry diagram

and also seek an expression or the errective transformation as to the

number or places traveled which carries undergo in such a circuitry.

The effective number or places traveled hy carries is, in one sense,

an expression of the rapidity or an addition. For example, consider

a parall4) asynchronous adder in which addition times vary from

t to t + t ; essentially t is the time required ror an addition in

which there are no carries and ta is the time required for a full n

stage carry. Then, reducing the longest carry from n tc k by some

carry transformation will reduce addition time approximately to

t + ta ; that is, the reduction will be by ta 

-

Assume that parallel addition circuitry is grouped as shown in

Figure 4, each group of m addition units having an (m+l)-f old tand3

gate to facilitate the transmission of carries. A carry of j places

in ordinary non-grouped parallel addition circuitry becomes effective-

ly a carry of only K places with the grouped circuitry given in

Figure 4. That is, c -->cR

For convenience in analysis, let us provide that j = mk + p,
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where p is always less than m. The point of' origination of a carry

within some stage (or group) Si will be denoted by ci. For origina-

tion at the first addition unit ( t the lef t) in S1, / = 1; f or

origination at the second, 1f 2; etc. For origination at the

(in- 1)st addition unit, If = m --1. But vie shall temporarily pro--

vide that Qrigination at the rath addition unit in 5j be denoted by

cf= 0 rather than by d' = m.

For given values of J and ?', the value of' R. ay be determined

by consideration of the circuitry. Such values are given in Table 2,

for the general case. The general case may be made specific by as--

signing a value to n. For purposes of' illustration, we have given

the addition circuitry and the corresponding tale for m = 4. (See

Figur e 5 and T able 3) 

.

It is obvi ous that R must be a funct ion of j and / ; that is,

R = R( j, c' ). Examination of the tables shows that we may define R

thus:

R(j,d" ) = j for j _m

R(j,d' ) = E(J,1,,f ) + 1 -(n-)&(,P~ for j ;>m,

where 6> ,P,3 is the Kronecker delta function and Pj is that part of

j which is not a multiple of m. ( ,j = rak + p, p n) 

.

Inasmuch as application of this recursive f ormula to obtain a

numerical value f or B. ary he somewhat cumbersome, we shall siaplif y

the functional definition of B. as followE:

R j,?d ) = 1 - ( m-l) ar' P + ( j-l,cr' 

)

R(j-l,&d ) = 1 -(m.n-l) I', + R( j-2, o'

R( j.-2, d ) 1 -- ( m--l) c', P - + R(j-3')
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R(m+l,6 ) =l1 (m-l)&c',Pm+1  + R(rn,c'<

R(m,6' ) m

Adding these equations, we obtain:

R(j,cf ) = (J-m)(l) + r ~ (n-el) ($d?,p +6,p 6p

+--- -+ &~pm+ *)

Eripirical consideration of Table 2 reveals that exactly

of the above Kronecker delta functIons have the value unity, where the

brackets indicate that only the integral part of the number j d

is to be taken, and where we now let / take on the value m f or

origination of a carry at the m-th addition unit in S1

.

The non-recursive definition of R is given, then, as:

R(j,c ") = j for <,ji

R(j,d' ) =j -(m-l) j 'for inj<n.

We may disallow the value zero for J and define B more simply as

R(j,d' ) = j -(rm-l) j 'for lij~n.

Taking the amount of tine necessary for a carry to travel through

one addition unit as a unit of tine, we state that a j place carry is

speeded up by some multiple of (rn-l) units of time when the addition

units are grouped, m units to a group, as shown in Figure 4, and

Assuming that m is an integral factor of n, a carry with j = n

(and ? = m, necessarily) becomes a carry of

n - (m-l) n or n + m -1 places,
m m
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while a carry with j5 = n-i and d'= m becomes a carry of

(n-i) + (m-1i) Ln.l-mi or n + 3m -3 places,

which is the longest possible carry under the given carry transforma-

tion (grouped circsitry transformation), provided that m>3,

Another method of facilitating carry transmission may be found in

simultaneous wiring 3 of' the addition circuitry. A completely simul-

taneous circuitry would provide the fastest carry transmissi on but

would require many more component parts, thus entailing much greater

expense and possibility of' mechanical failure than the less rapid

circuits. A completely simultaneous adder for n = 4 is shown in

Figure 6a. For n addition units, this type of circuit requires

n(n-l)/2 multi.f old 3and3 gates in addition to the 5n two-input gates

necessary for addition with linear carry transmission (i.e., 2n tand t

gates, 2n 9excl-or' gates, and n 3or3 gates).

The simultaneous carry principle may be effectively used in

another way, however. The n addition units of an adder may be divided

into n/in stages, each stage having simultaneous carry transmission

within that stage. This type of circuitry provides all the benefits

of the grouped circuitry (Figure 4) and in addition gives more rapid

carry transmission within the individual stages. A diagram of a

simultaneous carry stage is given in Figure 6.

Let us say that a carry of j places in ordinary linear circuitry

becomes effectively a carry of 1N places with circuitry having simul-

taneous stages (linearly connected). Once again, we introduce d" , a

position variable, to indicate the point of origination of a carry

within a given stage: 1< < (i. Some of the values of o' and j5 are

systematically tabulated in Table 4 for general in and in Table 5 for
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S= 4.

By empirical consideration of these tables, we def ine N as

f ollows:

w( j,?d ) = r(j.-l,< ) + ,P f or j rn,

whr ', P is the Kronecker delta function and P is that part

of ( j-l) vihich is not a multiple of in. (As before, j = ink + p, p<rn);

K=2

N( j,o' ) = j

f or 2<j<_n,

f or O<j_2.

To obtain a non-recursive definition of N over t1e range m<jin,

we observe that:

w( j, c-' ) = ::( j-l,a' ) 

+

N( j-l,c.< ) = N( j-2,c<' ) 

+

N( j-2, d'

O',Pj-3

) = N( J-3,? ) 

+

)= ( j-4, cf' ) 

+

N( r+l, T''

x=2

Adding these equations, we obtain

N( j,d"f ) =2 +Z 6  ,Py

y=in

+

f or J~in.

An alternative empirically f ormed definition of N for >m is

xvhere the brackets indicate that only the int egral part of the

and

.

g-1
o,x

xw2
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number fj - crw..i is to be taken. Since the latter is the more

convenient formula to apply, we shall use the following definition

of the simultaneous-stage carry transformation:

N~jo')= 2 + gj 6 d,x 2< j<m

x=2

N(j,d) = 3- 8 d', + [i- 2'-J m ciSn.

HavIng considered the basic stages S , let us now brietr consider

racro-stages , each coriposed of q of the S . The effectiveness of

such a macro-stage lios, of course, in its ability to transmit rela-

tively long carries very rapidly. The type of analysis needed to de-

fine the carry transformation from a table of its values is already

familiar. However, we must introduce a new position variable, T, to

denote the S$ of within which a carry originates. For origination

in the first S$to the left in Ag, = 1. etc. 1<7_4

Let us take q grouped stages Si and combine them into a grouped

macro-stage la We shall desIgnate the resulting carry transmission

circuitry as grouped grouped (giving first the type of macro-stage

and then the type of component stages). This type of circuitry is

shown in Figure 7, and values of its characteristic carry transforma-

tion are given in Table 6 for the general case. This general case

may be specifically illustrated bhy assigning values to q and in. A

carry of j places in ordinary linear circuitry becomes a carry of T

places in grouped grouped circuitry, and T is obviously a function of

i, d, and 'F' That i s, T =T( j,c,'T ) 

.

From empirical consideration of Table 6, we observe that the

following recursive function gives the appropriate values of T:
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T( , oT)= T( j-l,a"','?) + 1 - (ni-l)(l 1y

T( m, o',l) = rn

where c5'' = o f or carry origination at the mth unit in Si

We may derive a non-recursive definition in the manner previously

demonstrated. A non-recursive definition of T is, then:

T( J,6d',1) j --(rn-i) [L9_d

Lmq

l<_d"<_rn.

It is quite apparent that we may f orm a grouped macro-stage in

which the S are s imultaneous stages and a simultaneous macro-stage

in which the 5i are either simultaneous or grouped. That is, we may

construct grouped simultaneous, simultaneous simultaneous, and simul-

taneous grouped carry transmission circuits as well as the grouped

grouped circuitry, making use of mcro-stages 2. Other possibili-

ties include the construction of hybrid macro-stages in which some S

are grouped, some simultaneous, and/or some linear as well as the

construction of even larger stages consisting of some combination of

macro-stages . * In each crase, we might follow the type of analy-

sis used heretofore: after drawing the circuitry, we could construct

tables characterizing the carry transformation embodied in the 1. r-

cuitry and then obtain an empirical f ormulation of that transf orma-

tion.

* Tote: In TheconsTruction of hybrid stages mentioned above, a
probabilistic analysis of the carry problem is invaluable in deter-
mining the strategic location of the various types of stages along the
carry transmission line, so as to facilitate a profitable compromise
between rapidity of addition and economy of construction of the
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After considering these transformations, we should also note

that the speed of computer addition may be increased by a sensing

device for the completion of all carries. In the case of an asyne

chronous parallel adder with addition tines varying between t1 and

t+ t8 (as previously considered), this procedure would redUce the

averae time in terms of the longest expected carry to t 

+

(log2 n/n)~ since the longest expected carry in binary addition 
is

less than log2 n for n bits. This is a rather pessimistic bound for

the average time; with forty bits the actual figure is about ty 

+

1.15:2. Thus some of our carry transformations are virtually equiva-

lent to sensing completion of carries, and some of them are better.

The transformations have the further advantage that there is much

less dispersion about the average value vwhen they are used; with carry

sensing there can still be from 0 to n carries while with carry trans-

f orations cn -4 c~ and X is the longest possible carry.

Actually, the two approaches may be combined, in which case the

longest possible carry now becomes og where Cn ~4 cy under the trans-

formation. If the longest expected carry for the system is C then

the transformation sends %E ~-9 %, so that Cj is the longest expected

carry in the transformed system. Since 4CE<5 for most reasonable

binary computers, the transformation tables included with this paper

show what happens when a combination of carry transformation and carry

sensing is used; addition time becomes t+ t2 (Cj/n).

(Nt otnel

circuit. Such an analysis is briefly undertaken in S. G. Campbell's
Numerical Anlssss, now being prepared f or p:*epared f or publication.
One particularly interesting result of this analysis gives the
probability that a carry will be emitted from any given stage of an
addition, whether from origination in that stage or from propagation
of a carry originated in some previous stage. Thus, it is shown that,
in radix R, adding two n digit numbers with circuitry having each m
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Finally, we should like to note that such results as are devel-

oped in this paper make it possible to transform immediately any

information about ordinary binary carry into equivalent information

about any transformed circuit. For this reason, the analysis of

carry transformations is quite valuable in approaching the general

problem of carry transmission in computer addition.

Some characteristics of some of the carry transforming circuits

which we have mentioned in this paper are tabulated below.

of the basic addition units combined into a stage S , with o' the
position variable as heretofore used and i the number of the major
stage l<i<n/m, the probability of carry emission from the
(d +19st unit of the ith stage is

1 -Rm(i-l) + ' - n

2



Transf ormat ion

Longest Possible
Carry Under the
Transf orrnati on Amount of Equipmncnt

Linear .4 -) Cj

Grouped c1 .- 0R

Complet ely simultaneous
Cj -- ) C1 v 2

Simultaneous stages
C3-4 CN

Grouped Grouped

Ci -4 CT

Simult ane ous Simult ane ous

Cj~ -- CV

j =n

R = an - 3 + n/rn

2

N~ =l+ n/n

T Z n + 2 q
-5 +n/nq

V =3 +n/nq

2n "excl-orm gates
2n mad gates
n Wo gates

2n *excl-or'
2n s'and 

"

n Bor2

n/n (rn+1)-f old t and3

2n "excl-ora
2n aandib

n( n-l)/2 ut-od
stand g

2n nexcl-or t

2n Stand"
n '*or"
n( rn-i)/a multi-f old

VandU
Zn 3 excl-ori
Zn sand"
n 'ore
n( q+l)/nq multi-f old

0and 

'

Zn ffexcl-.or
an ?andU
n iorer
n(rn-'l)/Z 

+

n( q-l)/arn multi-f old
'aand"~

R( j,do') = j - (rn-i) rj --z' f or:

N(j,d" ) = f r n'<j.

N(j,d) =a2+ c&x foray < 4..

x-= r

1(_j<_ n

for n <jf.n.

T( J, ',1') = j - (u--1) L -n J' q q1 T-1 ' 1n

S

14



TABLE 1

Augent 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Addend 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Carry _0_ __L _0 1 __0 1_l

(00 01 01 10 01 10 10 11

(First digit in each pair is the outgoing carry; second
is the units digit off the sun in the given position.)



TABLE 2

j = nkt + p 6" = 1 d' = 2 . . . .9 . '= rn-i r'=

k= 0 p= H = = 0 R= 0 R= 0
1 ~ 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2

rn -i rn-i *... .. n-i n-i

k =i p=O 0 n i . . .. . n i

1 2 n+1 n+1 rn+1i
2 3 3 ri+2 n+2

n-i n in . . ... in n+n-1

k =2 p=O r n+j1 rn41 . .. .. n+1 rn+1.
1 3 n+2 ra+2 ra+2
2 4 4 n+3 n+3

n-i n+1 n+1 . . .. n+i rn+rn

k =3 p = 0 n+2 n+2 . .. .. n+2 rn+2
1 4 n+3 n+3 n+3
2 5 5 rn+4 n+4

n-i rn+2 n+2 . .*. . n+2 n+n+1

k=n-1p=O +_- n+n-8 . . . . . n+n-2 n+n-2

1 n/rn n--li+n/n n-i+n/n ra-l+n/rn
2 1+n/n i+n/rn ra+n/n n+n/rn



ra=4 TABLE 3

S= 4k +p d"= 1 ' d=3=4

k=O p=O R=O R=O R=O R=O
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2

k =1 p =O 4 4 4 4
1 2 5 5 5
2 3 3 6 6
3 4 4 4 7

k =2 p =O 5 5 5 5
1 3 6 6 6
2 4 4 7 7
3 5 5 5 8

k =3 p =O 6 6 6 6
1 4 7 7 7
2 5 5 8 8

3 6 6 6{ 9

k =9 p =Q 12 12 12 12
1 1013 13 (13)
2 11 11 (14) (14)
3 12 (12) (12) (i5)

m = 4



TABLE 4

k = 0 p = 0 0 = N 0 = N Q..... O= N
1 1 11
2 2 2 2

rn-i 2 3 2

k =1 p =O 2 3 j..~... 2
1 2 3 3
2 3 3 13

rn-1 3 4 3

k =2 p =0 3 4 ...... 3
1 3 4 4
2 4 4 4

rn-i 4 5 4

k =3 p =0 4 5 ........ 4
1 4 5 5
2 5 5 5

rn-i 5 6 5

k =4 p =0 5 6 .......... 0 5
1 5 6 6
2 6 6 6

rn-i 6 7 6

900 *000000



TABLE 5

j =4k +p p<ri a''=j o' 2 ' f

1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2 2

k =1 p =O 2 3 3 2
1 2 3 3 3
2 3 3 3 3
3 3 4 3 3

k =2 p =O 3 4 4 3
1 3 4 4 4
2 4 4 4 4
3 4 5 4 4

k =3 p =04 5 4
1 4 5 5 5
2 5 5 5 5_____I6 5 5

k= 4 p= O 51 6 6 5
1 5f 6 6 6
2 6f 6 6 6
3 J 61 7 6 6

0 0

0

0 0 00

S



TABLE 8

h k p .. * =a 6:1d 2 * , 6=rri.

0 00 0 0 --- 0 0 0 -- 0 -

-

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 2 2 2 2

0ni.m-1jrn-1 rn-i - - - m1 m-4 r- --- -1 --2

S1 rni m ~ fl m a3 --

201 jr-- r+1 + +m+

02 1 r n+2 n+2 3 rn42 rn+2
02 2 4 rn+3 4 4 

+

625 rni-141 rn41 - - -n ah -11 n - - - ;rn.m

Sq-1 0 1 rn+-2 niiq-2 rn-- -eq-2 rntq-2 rnq-2 -. -raiq-2-

Sq-1 1 q rn+q-1 rn~c-1 q rnwq-1 rniq-1

9 q-. 2 qi.1 q+1 rnq q41 q+1 rntq

0 q-1 rn-1jn+q-2 rn4q-2 ---2rn4q-3 rnq-2 rnq-2 -- ,2ra4q-.3-

1 0 0 rntq-1 rneq-i rP -m-q-i m.+q-4 rnq-1 -- ~-
1 0 rrl mq rn+q q+1 !~qmtq
1 0 r313 qtil q+2 q+~2 rnq+1

1 0 m-lj in i - - 2r-.-q-2 rn+q-1 rno-1 --- 2+-

1 10 in+1 r41 - rn+1 "-i+q ri-q *-- - -t .I-
1 1 1 3 n+2 i2 3 rn+o+1 ++

1 1 2 4 4 rn+3 4 4 ++

1 1 rn-i rn+1 r+1 rn-- 4-+1 n+1 rn-ti- 2r14q-1 

-

1 20 n+2 rn+2 -r-- m2 m++2 in'2- -in+2 --

1 2 1 4 rn+3 in+3 4 n+3 in+3
1 22 5 5 rn.4 5 5 in+4

1 2 rn-i n+2 rnh.2 -i- - +i rr+2 in+2 rf--lmm-in --l

1 q--i 0 m-q-1 rn4Q-4 - inaq-1 rn---1 r ntq-1 in- mq-T

1 4 1 q+1 inq '-~q q+1 mneq r4

1 rj-1 2 q+2 q+2 in-q-1 q-i2 q+2 i-n-q-1

1 q-1 r-i rnq-1 injq-1 - - 2' -maq-2 rrvq-1 in~c-1 .- 2m~aq-2 j-- 

-.



TABLE 6 (Continued)

T :t

h k p o: 1 o&= 2 .. * =rn a: 1 6: 2 , 

.

ad:mj I.

2 00 rn+q rn4c , rrimq r!1q rreq - - mq 1
2 01 3 rni q+1 m+q+1 q+2 ritp qri*.q+
2 02 4 4 rnq42 q+3 q+3 rn+q+2

2 0 ri-i n+1 rn+1 -* 2m+q-'. rfg +q --- ng-

2 1 0 ri+2 r -2 ' m2 rn4q+i rnq41 rn- q+41t
2 1 1 4 ri 3 rn+3 4 n- q+2 mtq+21

2 1 2 5 5 rn+4 5 5 rntqi31

I I 

-

3 0 0 m4q+1 rnq+4 - - nq+1 rrfq+L rri+ci+1 -- rn~o+1 1

3 0 1 4 m+q+2 rntq+2 q+3 n-*q+2 L-g+
3 0 2 5 5 io+31 qw.4 q-4~ rq+3

3 0 n-1 m-&2 + -- 2rn-q vn-q-1. rr+q+1 -- 2rnjq 

-

3 1 0 m+3 n+~3 +3 tm~q+2 rnq42 n~q+2
3 1 1 5 ra+4 r+4 5 n+q43 r~q+3
3 12 6 6 n+51  6 6 r+444

3 1 rn-i r+3 r+3 mm2~ m+3 ri+3 2ri+q-t 

-

I.

4

k~q
prrI

j =rnh + k +p



F1t.L'RE~ I FcG.URE 3

Note: because of the similarity of Figure 1 to Figure 3, the carry of Figure 1
is the same as the borrow of Figure 3 for the same Inputs ai, bi; hence the
argysis of this paper applies equally well to both borrow transmission in
subtraction and carry transmission in addition, and in general, any analysis
of carry probabilities becomes automatically an analysis of borrow: prob-
abilities.

5.

FI(i('RE ~.
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